Underpinned by Positive Psychology, UP Trends is rooted in seven
universal human drivers that deliver happiness and wellbeing:
Meaning, Relationships, Achievement, Engagement, Positive
Emotions, Health and Security. At a consumer level, 14 underlying
needs, from trust to escapism, enable people to achieve happiness
through consumption.
These drivers and needs are influenced by macro factors and hedonic
adaptation to create what we consider to be the ‘trends’ being
expressed by UK consumers.
Through a nat. rep. survey (n.2000), we identified these trends and
measured how established they are in terms of consumer attitudes
and behaviours. This enabled us to plot their development and assign
a phase to each, moving from nascent, through to emerging and
expanding and on to established, as behaviour catches up with
attitude.
The results are presented in this ‘deck of cards’, which we hope you’ll
explore and consider in relation to your own consumers. For help in
applying UP Trends, visit: www.illumestories.com/uptrends

MEANING

We’re increasingly looking for opportunities to
move past divisions and create unity in our
communities. While it can sometimes feel a little
too raw to discuss divisions openly, we’re happy
when we can bond with others over a shared
interest or project. This reassures us we’re part
of something bigger than ourselves.

MEANING

Brands have an opportunity to be part of a
positive story that creates shared connections
among consumers who may not naturally relate.
Whether it’s celebrating national initiatives or
collaborating with local makers and producers,
brands that help us feel proud of our society and
contribute towards a better future are likely to
resonate.

Consumer Need:
Attitude Score:
Behaviour Score:
CELEBRATING SOCIETY - I

RELATIONSHIPS

Trend Phase:

When governments and political systems fall
short, there’s growing pressure for brands to use
their voice to create change. Brands are
expected to use their resources to develop
creative solutions for societal problems.
However, those looking to build awareness and
drive sales in local markets must have a real
understanding of local consumers’ needs and
challenges to really succeed.

Consumer Need:

Society
Medium
High
Expanding

While our fundamental need for human
connection remains the same, how we establish
these connections is evolving. Technology and
social media has enabled us to find and form
niche tribes. These new relationships are formed
less conventionally but are just as valid, and
reassure us we are not alone.

BE THE CHANGE - II

RELATIONSHIPS

Brands must be aware of the new ways in which
we are connecting with one another, as well as
the style in which we are communicating. By
understanding the nature of these new
communities, brands can build their own – both
in person and through digital. Brands are in a
position to help individuals explore new ideas
and discover new tribes.

Consumer Need:

SECURE TOGETHER - III

Governments and local powers are failing to
meet our community needs and frustration is
driving us to find new ways to take action.
Consumers are rallying together with a mutual
desire to fill the gaps and provide meaningful
solutions to issues like homelessness and food
waste.

Power to Change

Attitude Score:

High

Behaviour Score:

High

Trend Phase:

Expanding

As our expectations rise on what constitutes an
engaging experience, solutions that tantalise our
senses are becoming increasingly sophisticated.
Only by stimulating the senses can we
experience things more intensely, create
emotional connections, and captivate our
shortening attention spans.
Individuals are starting to disengage with the
visual brand messages we are constantly
exposed to both online and offline. In order to
stand out, brands need to use a range of sensory
stimuli to create richer brand interactions that
cut through the noise and help us forge
memorable experiences.

Consumer Need:

Togetherness

Experience

Attitude Score:

Low

Attitude Score:

Medium

Behaviour Score:

Low

Behaviour Score:

Medium

Trend Phase:

Nascent

ARRESTING EXPERIENCES - IV

Trend Phase:

Emerging

ACHIEVEMENT

Over the past few years, self-improvement
culture has put us under pressure to constantly
strive to be our best selves. If we are not at
work, we are told to be ‘working on ourselves’;
even our sleep gets a productivity score! More
recently, we recognise that this unsustainable
ideal can be damaging to our wellbeing and we
are rejecting hyper-productivity in favour of
realism. We might just get more done when the
pressure is off.

ACHIEVEMENT

Brands that make us feel like we are in the
driving seat while facilitating a convenient
experience will be the most admired and used.
The ability to take control of our relationships
will become an expectation and brands who
empower us to be at the centre of our own
consumer experience will gain traction.

Brands must think carefully about how they
position content, especially if its purpose is to be
aspirational. Content that feels unachievable can
be a turn off, and create distance between you
and your customers.

Consumer Need:
Attitude Score:
Behaviour Score:
MELLOWED PRODUCTIVITY - V

ACHIEVEMENT

Trend Phase:

Consumer Need:

Productivity

Attitude Score:

Medium

Behaviour Score:

High
Expanding

Homogenous consumerism is over. We no longer
tolerate ‘good enough’ products or services
when we know we can find something that
meets our exact needs elsewhere. We expect
absolute flexibility, and resist being tied into
experiences that restrict us. At the same time,
we expect brands to recognise our limited time
and make each choice extremely easy.

GRANTED CONTROL - VI

ENGAGEMENT

PERPETUAL CHOICE - VII

Trend Phase:

Consumer Need:

Choice
Medium

Attitude Score:

Behaviour Score:

Medium

Behaviour Score:

Established

High
Medium
Emerging

Our definition of focus is shifting. On a constant
quest for life hacks and quick reads, we skim the
surface, only reacting to the hyper-relevant and
exceptionally appealing. When we do find
something that inspires us, we are quick to share
it with others and take on its ideas.

Attitude Score:

Trend Phase:

Control

Brands should be mindful of the numerous focal
states people are in when engaging with
content. If we are in the exploratory phase,
brands are likely to be one of several in a
consideration set, and must work harder to hook
people in. If we are tuned in – it’s vital to prove
relevance. This will encourage repeat
engagement and long-term loyalty.

Demand for flexibility means brands must stay
adaptable across all touchpoints. Understanding
that consumer decisions are not always
predictable will help big brands, and start-ups
alike, create experiences that consider all
possible angles. Brands that allow us to opt in,
opt out and ultimately change our minds at any
point will be preferred.

Consumer Need:

As we have a greater understanding of our
rights as consumers, the power shifts from
brands to us. Empowered by tech, we want our
services, products, communications, and even
NPD to be delivered on our own terms. We
expect the best of innovation, without sacrificing
our sense of control.

STATES OF FOCUS - VIII

Trend Phase:

Focus
Low
High
Nascent

POSITIVE EMOTIONS

In uncertain times, we focus on enjoying life in
the present. Spontaneity is liberating and we are
favouring ways that help us embrace the here
and now. We feel excited when we can be part
of a live conversation and this helps us create
stronger connections with each other and the
world around us.

POSITIVE EMOTIONS

Brands who can deliver shareable moments we
can enjoy right now will engage us. By being
creative and not taking yourself too seriously,
you reveal a human side that everyone can relate
to and enjoy. As long as what you are putting
out there reflects who you are as a brand.

Consumer Need:
Attitude Score:
Behaviour Score:
ESCAPE TO NOW - IX

POSITIVE EMOTIONS

Trend Phase:

Brands must position themselves as the most
emotionally appealing form of reward. By
tapping into a consumer’s need for instant
gratification and self-treating, brands can
associate themselves with short-term pleasures.

Escapism

Consumer Need:

Low

Attitude Score:

Medium
Established

In a world where broadcasting our experiences is
rewarded with likes and follows, being engaged
with different interests is seen positively. Our
social image is a reflection of these interests,
and as trends come and go, there is constant
pressure to refresh who we are. Ultimately, we
are looking to differentiate ourselves to
outwardly express our unique identity.

Behaviour Score:
DESERVED REWARDS - X

HEALTH

Attitude Score:
Behaviour Score:
INDIVIDUALITY REFRESHED - XI

Trend Phase:

Medium
High
Expanding

Wellness has evolved into a more considered
and inside-out approach towards our bodies and
mind. We are looking for new ways to harness
our individual strength and power – through
either functional food, knowledge or confidence.

Consumer Need:

Individuality

Attitude Score:

Medium

Behaviour Score:

High
Expanding

Trend Phase:

Society

Communication that focuses on individual
empowerment and inner strength will resonate
with the current consumer sentiment around
power. Products and experiences that enable
this will help consumers feel they are taking their
power to new heights. Whether its healthy food
and drink, kick boxing classes or a companion
app that tracks money saving goals, brands that
stay with us on the road to empowerment will
find success and long-term engagement.

Brands can help us stay on the treadmill and
keep us interested by being inventive and
flexible, allowing people to explore themselves
in various different ways. Brands can also find
creative ways for us to share our interests with
others. The challenge here is staying fresh,
relevant and balancing breadth with depth.

Consumer Need:

We are seeking impulsive rewards that we can
enjoy in the short-term. Refusing to look at the
bigger picture, we justify our spending through
an ongoing process of recalculation and
substitution – offsetting one indulgence with a
save somewhere else. Sometimes we just
deserve a treat, and ultimately, whatever gives
us the biggest feeling of reward at that
particular moment wins.

POWERING IMPROVEMENT - XII

Trend Phase:

Improvement
High
Medium
Emerging

SECURITY

Straightforward transparency is a baseline
expectation. Simple, accessible communication
cuts through and we appreciate a bit of brutal
honesty. We don’t expect perfection – just speak
to us human to human.

SECURITY

Brands who continue to manipulate their
experiences in an attempt to portray authenticity
are at risk of coming across as contrived. Our
craving for raw authenticity goes beyond visual
branding, extending to the language brands use
and the stories they tell. By removing the polish
and humanising your brand, you will connect
with your customers in a more sincere way.

Brands able to demonstrate a transparent
approach to business will build trust with
customers, even those brands with a more
complex history. Brands must recognise the
power of peer reviews, and be mindful of the
platforms in which these conversations are
happening. While brands cannot be at the
centre of every offline conversation, the more
they practice what they preach and prioritise fair
practices, the more they will win the hearts and
minds of consumers today.

Consumer Need:

Trust

Consumer Need:

Attitude Score:

High

Attitude Score:

Low

Behaviour Score:

Low

Behaviour Score:
NAKED TRUST - XIII

Consumers are turning their backs on striving for
perfection and making peace with their real
lifestyles. Tired of misleading content and cynical
marketing ploys, we crave unfiltered, raw
representations that tell the true story.

Trend Phase:

Medium
Expanding

RAW AUTHENTICITY - XIV

Trend Phase:

Authenticity

Nascent

